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the pendulum and the clawing of the frost at the walls of
the house.
"I'll put it in my own words—a stoker's words: God is
a flame. And he lives in the heart* It's been said: *In the
beginning was the Word, and the Word was Clod/ So
the Word is the Spirit/'
"The Word is Reason," insisted Pavel
"AH right. Then God is in the heart and in the Rea-
son—but not in the church. The church is God's tomb,**
The mother fell asleep and did not hear Rybin
leave*
He became a frequent visitor thereafter* If any of
Pavel's comrades were there when he came, Rybin would
sit in a corner and say nothing, except to put in an occa-
sional "That's what!"
One day he swept the company with his dark glance
and said sullenly, "Have to speak about tilings as they
are, and not as they will be, Who knows what they will
be? Once the people get their freedom* they'll decide
what's best for them. They've had enough stuff pounded
into their heads without their asking. Time they had a
chance to do their own thinking. Maybe they'll want to
reject everything—the whole of life and of learning.
Maybe they'll see it's their enemy, like the church God.
Put the books in their hands and they'll find their own
answers* That's what!**
When he and Pavel were alone, they entered into end-
less discussions, during which they never lost their
tempers. The mother anxiously listened to them, following
every word, striving to grasp what they were saying.
Sometimes she felt that both the broad-shouldered, black-
bearded man and her strong, tall son had become blind.
They groped first in o$e direction, then in another, search-
ing for a way out, grasping everything in strong but unsee-
ing fingers, moving from place to place, dropping things
on the floor and crushing them underfoot. TTiey bumped
into things, felt them, tossed them away without losing
their faith or their hope,

